ABSTRACT. Let U{l} be the expected number of visits to an interval J of a random walk associated with a distribution on R 1 in the domain of attraction of a stable law with exponent 4<a^U. Theorem A gives asymptotic expressions for U{l±t\ as t-*<». Such expressions are not valid when 0<a^J without additional hypotheses on F. These are indicated in Theorem B, , infinite mean, domain of attraction, stable law, slow and regular variation, renewal measure, nonarithmetic.
1. Theorem 1 of [3] extends to distributions on all of R 1 as follows: (Notation as in [3] or [4, Chapter XI] .) Let F be a, probability distribution on ( -co, oo ) and for any measurable set I put U{l} = !>»*{/} finite or not. As in [3 ] we assume F is nonarithmetic. (See note (iv) in §2 below.) THEOREM A. Suppose (1) 
-F(t) + F(-t) = t-*L(t), t > 0,
where
We postpone to §3 the case 0 <a ^ |. (1) and (2) together are, of course, the necessary and sufficient conditions for F to be in the domain of attraction of a stable law with exponent a; see [4, p. 544] .
Discussion, (i) Conditions
(ii) Note that p-\, q = 0 in (2) includes the extreme possibility, previously considered in [3 ] , that F(t) = 0 for all t <0.
(iii) The restriction p^q in the case a = l as well as m(oo) = oo is essential. A random walk induced by an F for which p = q f a = l and 7^(oo)= oo can be persistent (whether or not it is will depend on more detailed properties of L). If persistent U{l}, the expected number of visits to /, is infinite, so (4) and (5) are vacuous. If m(oo) < oo, F has a finite absolute mean and then the classical renewal theorem applies, see [5, p. 368 ]; a finite mean can occur only when (iv) The restriction to nonarithmetic distributions is not essential ; when F is arithmetic, Theorem A is true as stated, provided in (3), (4) and (5) See also [6] . However, these authors did not consider a = l, so Theorem A gives new information in this case.
The case 0<aSh
When 0<aSi in (l), Theorem A is not true without further restrictions on F. See [8, §5] for counterexamples with discrete F. The following theorem gives an indication of the sort of restrictions needed. [2] where an even stronger monotonicity condition is imposed.
THEOREM B. Suppose F satisfies (1) and (2) and is absolutely continuous with bounded density f (t) = F'(t). Suppose further that either (i)/(0=O(£(M)/M« +1 ) for alitor (ii) f(t) ultimately decreases as \t\ increases; or (iii) f(t) is absolutely continuous on \t\ ^b with f (t) = 0(L(
The proof of Theorem B is messy. It together with applications of A and B to convolution type integrals and extensions to higher dimensions will appear elsewhere. NOTE. Lemma 3 may be proved as in [3, §4] . See also [l, p. 221] and [5 ] . The proof is quite easy when a < 1 since in this case 11 -0(ö) | -1 is locally integrable about 0 = 0. Note also that in both Lemmas 2 and 3 one needs to know that 11-</>(0)\ vanishes only at 0 = 0. But this is true if and only if F is nonarithmetic. This is not a critical problem however, and a proof in the arithmetic case may be made using the methods given here. (In fact the proof is slightly less messy when F is arithmetic since a direct formula for the renewal measure weights is available; the auxiliary functions g at y a do not appear. ) See [3, §2(ii)]or [6] or
Here is the proof of Theorem A. Write the integral on the righthand side of (6) (7) is replaced by g = l -p.) As (7) is true for all a>0 and real X, it follows from [3, Lemma 8] , or [l, p.
218] that
Ht{l}-+2pC\l\ and iu-t {l}-*2qC\l\
as /-> oo for every interval I. From this and the definition of JU* we get the conclusion of Theorem A whenever J or 7 is symmetric about the origin. The conclusion for arbitrary I follows by putting I -IQ+Ô where 7 0 is symmetric and observing that p(t± ô)^p(/) as /-* oo.
